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This second edition of McLellan's comprehensive selection of Marx's writings includes carefully

selected extracts from the whole range of Marx's political, philosophical, and economic thought.

Each section of the book deals with a different period of Marx's life, allowing readers to trace the

development of his thought from his early years as a student and political journalist in Germany up

through the final letters he wrote in the early 1880s. A fully updated editorial introduction and

bibliography has been included for each extract in this new edition.
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Just thought I would post a much-needed table of contents to inform those curious. This e-volume

contains:Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of RightOn the Jewish QuestionOn the King of Prussia and

Social ReformMoralizing Criticism and Critical Morality: A Polemic Against Karl

HeinzenProudhonFrench MaterialismThe English RevolutionThe translation is not good at all, but at

least it has a linkable ToC

This is an excellent selection of the writings of Karl Marx. This includes many writings which do not

make it into the usual Marx/Engels Readers; Writings including Marx's Letters, his criticism of

Bakunin, more writings on economics than in the usual Reader, and so on. One flaw of it, though, is

that it does not contain the later writings of Engels writen after Marx's death. I suppose this is to be

expected; It is after all *Marx's* writings, not Engels. However, the loss does not affect it much, and



the book is still one of the most valuable tomes of Marxism I've bought. I'd recommend anyone

interested in the thought of Karl Marx to get this book; If one is interested in both the writings of

Marx and Engels, I'd recommend they get this book and the Marx/Engels Reader to supplement it. I

have both, and both are fascinating.

This is the best Marx anthology available. Aside from selections taken from all of Marx's major

works, it contains lesser-known selections on a variety of topics. The whole presents a steady

stream of selections through Marx's life. Consequently, it gives the length and breadth of Marx's

writing without burying you in a life-time of reading. Short explanatory introductions help place the

selections in Marx's development and in broader history.A good follow up is Main Currents of

Marxism by Leszek Kolakowski (3 volumes). Unfortunately those books are out of print in America,

but they can still be found in good libraries and in the used-book market.

When one considers the incredible influence that Marxism has had in the unfolding history of the

later nineteenth and twentieth century, the beginning student of the combined writings of both Marx

and Engels will find this collection of the essential works of these two pioneering socialists

absolutely essential reading. Its list of included works covers the waterfront of all that is required to

gain a fruitful first look at the wealth of their philosophical musings, and the nature of their

revolutionary canon, as well. Reading this material is essential if one is to understand the depth of

Marx's understanding and the detail of his genius, however discredited he may be in current

estimations. Indeed, with the rise of international corporatism is so close to his prognostications

regarding the final phases of capitalism that it is hard to deny his continuing relevance.Included here

is everything from the Communist Manifesto all the way to Volume One of Das Capital. One can

gain a better appreciation for his ideas regarding the way in which the antagonism between the

oppressed and the oppressors provides the motive force for history, and how all history is the

history of such class struggles between the owners of the means of production, on the one hand,

and the workers, who have nothing to barter with but their considerable capacity to accomplish

labor. If one want to gain a better appreciation for the nuances regarding how alienation is created

buy the organization of work, or the origin of property, or even the ways in which all of the aspects of

a particualr society's culture are manifestations of the values of the ruling class, then a careful

reading of the material found here will serve you well. I highly recommend this book. Enjoy!

I teach a class on the the thinking of Karl Marx, and I must say that this is the best compilation of



Marx that I have found to date. I feel that the work presents a very comprehensive look into the

controversial and complicated thought that is Marx. The only problem I can see with it is the price, a

little bit much, but definitely worth it if you can afford it. I would highly suggest it.

This is a brilliant collection of some of the very best writings of Karl Marx. A must read for anyone

with interest in Marx's early writings (non-Marxist period), letters, essays, his Doctoral thesis, and

then later on his political writings forming the `theory of historical materialism', commonly referred to

as Marxism. Personally, his `Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts 1844' is really a very nice

reading because it renders a very attractive insight into Marx's early intellectual and psychological

fight against Hegel's Phenomenology to form the basis of his theory later on. Also included is:

Critique of Hegel's works and A Poverty of Philosophy (critique of Proudhon) which are excellent

readings. Recommended to everyone; quintessentially to anyone trying to get an insight into one of

the greatest intellectual minds of all time.Subhasish GhoshSt. Cross CollegeUniversity of Oxford

Leon Trotsky's review made Marx a lot more readable because I understood going in what Marx

was elucidating. I'd recommend that ANYONE who wants to get a grasp on today's economics read

at least the Trotsky review. Written in the late 30's but as relevant today as if if had been penned

yesterday.
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